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ab st r act Patterns in species incidence and compos1t1onal turnover 
are central to understanding what dnves b1odivers1ty Here we pro-
pose zeta (z) diversity; the number of species shared by multiple 
assemblages, as a concept :ind metnc that uniGs 1nc1dence-based 
diversity measures, patterns, and r-elationsh1ps. Unlike other mea-
sures of species compositional turnover, zeta diversity part1tionmg 
quanlJGs the complet?. set of diversity components for multiple 
assemblages, comprehensively represrotmg_ the spatial structure of 
multi species d1stnbuttons To tllust.rate the application and ecolog1cal 
value of zeta diversity, we show how it scales with sample number, 
gain, and distance Zeta divers;ty reconciles several dlfferent bio-
diversity patterns, 1ncludmg the species accumulation curve, the spe-
cies-area relat1onsh1p, multispecies occupancy patterns, and scalmg 
of species endem1sm_ Tuponential and power-law fonns of zeta di-
versity are associated with stochasticversusn1che ass-;mbly processes 
Zeta diversity may provide new msights on biodiversity patterns, the 
processes driving them, and their response to environmental diange 
Keywcrds macroecology, beta diva-s1ty, occupancy, distance decay, 
scaling. turnover 
Introduction 
Spatial variation in the presence or absence of species in 
assemblages, or compositional diversity, underpins the 
study of biodiversity. One of the main hurtl!es to under-
standing relationships between various theories ofbiodi-
Vt1""Sity is differences in m athen1atical language and the lack 
ofunic:ed sets of equations (McGill 2010). There is cur-
rently no single measure that connects the range of 
assemblage patterns constructed from species presence-
absence, or Dncidence,Ddata This prevents the mathe-
matical relationships between them from being fonnu-
lated. By providing a common currency, a single measure 
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iwuld have signiO;ant ad\•antages for 111ode!ing and un~ 
derstanding the mechanistic basis of spatial patterns in 
diversity. TI1e integration of biodiversity 1nodels in this 
way is a central goal of ecology (&heiner and Willig 2008). 
How and why biodiversity changes bet'Neen sites and 
habitats, and tb.e consequences of this variation, are often 
examined through species richness ru1d coin position per se. 
Measi.ires of spatial variation in the cont positional shnilarity 
of assemblages are commonly based on b diversity. These 
are derived :fi·om partitioning regional g diversity into a 
and b components and use either Whittaker's (1960) mul-
tiplicative (b p g/a) orlande's{l996) additive (g p a 1 
b) diversity partitioning. A range of assemblage patterns, 
such as species-area relationships, interspecict: range size 
distributions, and patterns of rarity and end em iffil, are also 
used (Gaston and Blnckbu111 2000; McGill 2010). 
All existing 11ieasures of compositional similru·ity and 
difference were originally derivl'..'d for pair\visc comparisons 
of individual assemblages (sites, srunples, or areas), re-
gardless of the partitioning approach used (Jost et al. 2011; 
McGlinn and Hurlbert 2012). When co1nparisonsofthree 
or more assemblages are involved, the average of the pair~ 
\"ise similarities is used. As a rl'..'sult, none of the metrics 
of pfl'..'Sence-absence (incidence)-based species turnover 
across sites is able to calculate all diversity components, 
In other \Vords, the diversity con1ponents of three or more 
assemblages cannot alt be e:>.-pressed with only a and b. 
For example, in atl1ree-assemblage case, the species shared 
exclusively by pairs of assemblages within the comparison 
cannot be calculated from only a and b, and neither can 
the species shared by all three asseniblages. As a result, 
pairwise metrics are not sufilient for representing assern -
binge shnilarity across mnltiple sites (Chao et al. 2008). 
The few existing multiple-assemblage, incidence-based 
measures have shortcomings {Koch 1957; Diserud and 
Odegaard 2007). These include (1) inference problems as 
a consequence of averaging nonindependent pallwisc val· 
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ues and {2) the fuct that v.hen the number of sites con-
sidered is !urge, the values become less reliable and n1ore 
difD::ult to interpret (Jost 2007). Another approach used 
for accomn1odating multiple samples in cotnparisons is 
increinental pooling of nested srnnples or areas by ineans 
of a hierarchical sample design (Crist et al. 2003). TI1is 
approach has contributed signiCcantly to understanding 
ho"'' b diversity changes with spatial scale, but it does not 
also allow ±Or con1plcfe partitioning of diversity compo-
nents across multiple asst111blages. Ideally, the diversity 
metric should show how species incidence and turnover 
vary continuously with the addition of independent or 
nested sites across space. 
Here we propose zeta (z) diversity as a concept and 
metric that cap lures all divei·sity components produced by 
assemblage partitioning. As a result, it reconciles existing 
descriptors of species incidence and compositional turn -
over. We illustrate the scale dependence of z diversity by 
showing how it chmiges ~1th srnnpling grain and extent, 
l!Ild we relate this to hierarchical b diversity partitioning 
and to the distance decay of similarity. Using 291 real 
species-by-site matrices (Atn1ar and Patterson 1995), we 
identify the most common fo1ms of z diversity (powr:r 
!aw and ex-ponentia!), the ecological implications of these, 
and their relationship with incidence-based assemblage 
patt,-rns. We also show ho\v z diversity can be used to 
produce general fonn u las for a range of biodiversity pat-
ten1s. TI1ese include sample-based species accumulation 
curves, the ende1nics-e:ffort relationship, and the diverse 
furms of species occupancy frequency distributions. \.Ve 
conclude by recom1nending z diversity as a concept and 
1netric that uniCbs incidence-based biodiversity patterns. 
The use ofz diversity may provide new insights about the 
drivers of species composition and tun1over, co-occur-
rence, co1n1nu11ity assentbly processes, and the conse-
quences of environmental change for biodiversity. 
Zeta Diversity Partitioning 
Let the z component, z,, be the mean number of species 
shared by i sites([£. 1). Note that z1 (v.·here i p 1) is 
simply the mean number of species across all sites. Since 
species shared by i sites will necessarily be runong those 
shared by i 2 1 sites, the number of shared species z, 
declines monotonically with i. All incidence-based, pair-
wise b diversity metrics can be expressed with z1 aud ~· 
I-lo\vever, with three or more sites, the diversity compo-
nents (e.g., Am in the inset of Q!;. 1, v.hei·e a component 
[or partition J is the subset of species shared by a particular 
set of sites; Lande 1996) cannot all be estimated with. a 
and pairwise b components only (i.e., z1 and z2). 111e 
higher-order z components are needed to do so. 
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Figure 1 Recursive diagram of diversity parliboning across multiple 
assemblages (sites or samples) Initially, there are S. unknown species 
Ill the assemblage (lower left) With an increase in number ofsampl€s, 
th€ number of unknown spoci€s gradually declines to S. 2 ~- With 
each site added, F1_,/n new sp€Cles are added to the species inventory, 
and the cumulal1ve number oflmown species increases from::;,, 1 
lo&,_ The addition of a site also increases by 1 the occupancy of 
some discovered species, wh1le the occupancy of other discovered 
species remal!ls unchanged (thoce that do not occur 1n the newly 
added sit~) The Venn diagram mset shows the diversity partrt:ionmg 
of three assemblages with species partitioned 1nlo seven d!SJOl!lt sets 
(components .i>.ffi) IA AB represent the JOl!lt set of species lll com-
ponents A and Band FAF the number of species 1n component A 
Using the z compcnent deChilion, z, p (FABCDF 1 FEFBCF 1 
FGFCDF)/3, z, p (FBCF 1 FCDF 1 FFCF)/3, and z1 p (FCF), the 
number of species newly discovered in one, two, and three samples 
are S1 p z" S., p (FP.BCDEFF 1 FEFCBDGF ·1 FGFCDABF)/3 p 
2z1 2 Z), and Sip FABCDEFGF p 3z1 2 3~ 1 Zi, respectively, 
also, F1. 1 p FAEGF p 3z1 2 6z1 1 3z3, F,.i p FBDFF p 3z, 2 
3z3, and Fii p Zi _t..s z1 represents a unique d1versrt:y compooent, 
it cannot be expressed as a function of z1 and ~ (the b-d1vers1ty 
component) only 
!rated in a cumu !ative and recursive way (cg. 1). Let Sn 
be the total number of species across n sites and F,n the 
number of species that occupy i sites out of the total n 
sites surveyed. Using the inclusion -exclusion principle (see 
Elncidence-Based Zeta Diversity PartitioningDin the ap-
pendix, available online), the following general furmulas 
can be derived deductively using z components: 
S,,p 01)"11 7C.::7z"' 
'" 
F,,n p C,: 7 ~ 1)'' l 7 C:] ,1 7 Z,1 ;i I• ,, ' 
(1) 
(2) 
\\here C~ (p ntl[i!(n 2 i)!]) is the number of combina-
tions of choosing i from 11 sites ll!ld k is the standard index 
of summation. 
Adding one extra site to a survey with n 2 l sites will 
add F1• ,,In new species ( Q;. 1). A species occupying i sites 
is either present in the new site (i.e., now occupies i 1 1 
sites) or absent fro111 it (i.e., its occupancy remains i sites). 
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TI1is means that the number of&pecies in the region (S ), 
with the nuinber of surveyed sites increasing to inOJ.ity, 
can be estimated as follow.; (see Clncidence-Based Zeta 
Diversity Partitioning Din the appendix): 
S. p Sn1 ~-
kp n1 l k 
(3) 
When srunp!ing within a habitat or region, the number of 
unique species per sample Fi./n declines 1nonotonically 
with n. Ifthe series! F1,n/nl is mat~1llatically convergent 
to 0 (meaning that the limit of l..!fti.n/n) is Dlite, as it 
would be for a clearly delimited sampling extent), there 
will be an asymptote to S ; otherwise, there will be no 
asymptote. z diversity thus represents the 0-st approach 
for analyzing continuous changes in 1nultispecies occu-
pancy (presence-absence) ru1d tum over across discrete, in -
dependent sites. 
Zeta Diversity, Sample Number, Grain, and Distance 
In the previous section, we eA1Jressed z as a function of 
the number of sites or samples (i). Ho\vever, z can also 
be eA1Jressed as a function of other survey design param-
eters, such as distance, area, or grain, and for either ag-
gregate (including hierarchical, nested) or independent 
sampling schen1es (senSll Scheiner et al. 2011). z diversity 
relationships can therefore be used for estimating sampling 
completeness, for understanding how diversity is affected 
by the spatial properties of the samplings scheme (grain, 
distance, and extent), and for analyzing multiscale patterns 
of species diversity (Veech and Crist 2010; McGlinn and 
Hurlbert 2012). Here we examine the fonn of the rela-
tionship bet men z diversity and these ecologically relevant 
parruneters. 
Zeta Divtt"sity DOO.ine \vith Sample Number 
The number of species shared by samples declines inon-
otonically witl1 sample number (i). However, the exact 
form of the relationship betmen z diversity and i (here-
after, [}: diversity decline[) is vru-iable. We exrunined the 
El of seven parametric n1odels to z diversity decli11e with 
increasing sample number, using 291 empirical species-
by-site matrices (Atmar and Patterson 1995) and the ad-
justed R2 (see CForm of the Relationship betwee.Jl Zeta 
Diversity and Sanip!e Number (Zeta Decline) Din the ap-
pendix). The po~ver law provided the best Qin 57"/o (167) 
of cases and the exponential in a further 26o/o (76) of cases 
(Q;. Al; Q;s. AlOO available online), with the selcctl:.\d 
model Clting extremely well (adjusted R2 1 0.95 for all 
1natrices; adjusted R2 1 0.99 for more than 80% of the 
matrices; Sllpplem entary table, available online). Together, 
these twofonns accounted for more than 80% of observed 
relationships. As arl:.\sult, here we discuss only the impli-
cations of these two speciQ: forn1s of z diversity decline 
for incidence-based biodiversity patterns. The exponential 
and power-law forms of z diversity decline m·e under-
pinned by distinct hypotheses about ecological process; 
that is. !hey represent species turnover as either lm·gl:.\ly 
stochastic (exponential z) or driven principally by niche 
differentiation processes (power-law z; Munoz et al. 2008; 
&heiner et al. 2011). 
First, the probability that a species shared by i 2 1 sites 
is also found to be shared by i sites can be expressed as 
the z component ratio, z/Z;:i 1. If this probability is inde-
pendent ofi (e.g., z2/z1 p z 101fzwJ), then the form ofz 
diversity decline is exponential (p a 7 ri 0 1 '; cg. 2A). This 
means that with every nevi site, the chance of an already 
discovered species being found again in the new site does 
not depend on the species' current occupancy. Species with 
high or low regional occupancy will have, counterintui-
tively, an equal chance of being found in the ne\.v site. A 
null mode! with all the species having the same probability 
of occurring in a site, regardless of the heterogeneity across 
sites, vvill produce this exponential fonn of z diversity 
decline. In this null model, the predicted number of oc-
cupied sites is the srnne for all species, and vru·iation in 
realized occupancy and turnover arises fron1 stochastic 
species assembly. This can happen, for example, \.vhen spe-
cies with relatively sitn i!ar or large range sizes overlap spa-
tially to fonll a local nssemblage or where strong envi-
ronmental [hw.; (wind or water) reS11!t in stochastic 
establishment ofpropagules and occurrence patterns (Q;. 
2A). 
.Alternatively, if the z component ratio (z/z, 2 1) is de-
pr:ndent on i, in most cases increasing with i (e.g .. z/z1 I 
z10/z100), th is means that the chance of OJ.ding a comn1 on 
species in a new site is larger than Ch ding a rare one. This 
case is consistent with the scale-heritage assumption, 
\\.hich l1olds when each species in the con1munity has an 
occupancy :rtatus that is partially inherited across &patial 
scales (Hui and McGeoch 2008). In other \Vords, the status 
of a species as either comm on or rare, based on current 
sain piing effort, is a useful predictor of its likely occupancy 
status with the addition of new sites. TI1e shnplest two-
coefilicnt model of z diversity that exhibits this scale-
heritage property is the pomr law, z, p c 7 i2 d ( i::;g. 2B). 
Null models for the species-by-site matrix with species 
differing in their probability of occupying a site (e.g., spe-
cies have different site or habitat preferences) co1nmonly 
produce this pomr-la\v forn1 of the z diversity decline 
with sample number. Co1nn1unities tvilh 11onrando1ll co-
occurrence patterns, such as those with clear niche or 
range differentiation, and con1petitive!y structured coin-
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Figur~ 2 A, B, The two dommant [arms ofz decline (the relat1onsh1p b>Otween z and sample number 1) the exponential (A) and the power 
bw (B) A, Fi·eshwater [];h m the Greenbrier River, West V1rgmia, with 35 species occurrmg m 30 sites (1, Hocutt cl al l'n8), 41 manne 
fou!mg organ=s on 12 tile plates (2, Sutherland and Y.llrlson 1977) B, 2.0# 20-m quadrate samples of307 tree species in the 50-ha plot 
en Barro Colorado Island (3, Condit 1998, Hubbell el al 1999, 2005), quarter-degree cells of761 bird species Ill southern Africa (4, Harrison 
et al 195f7) C, The z scalmgrelat1onsh1p (z-d1vtrs1ty as a function of samphng gram a [Ill m)) D, The d!Slance decay ofz d1vers1ty(average 
distance between samples u [ m m] due to exi:-anding sampling extent) for data set 3 lll B Lines from top to bottom 1n C, indicated by 
the arrow, are for z1D::io, those m D are for ZiO::i at a grain of 2.0 m jl 20 m 
munities would be expected to have a power-law fonn of 
z diversity decline (Q;. 2B). 
Zeta Diversity Scaling with Srunple Grain 
As v.<ith all biodiversity metrics, z diversity is sensitive to 
the scale at 'Ahich a study is conducted, that is, the grain 
and extent (Scheiner et al. 2011). When sai.npling grain 
in creases, the species richness in each sample and the num -
ber of species shared by multiple sam pies 1Nill increase ( Q;. 
2C). This incremental pooling of samples to fonn larger 
sampling grains, so that samples at the Chest grain are 
nested lJi.'ithin samplesfonning larger grain sizes, is termed 
a O:tierarchical sample design. DCrist et al. (2003) and Crist 
and Veech {2006) used such a design in their framework 
for b diversitypwiitioning. The general fonn ofz diversity 
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\\hen pooling m samples to fonn n larger grain clusters 
in this way (see !:Eeta Diversity Scaling INith Sample Grain 
and Hierarchical Diversity PartitioningOin the appendix) 
" 
z,,(n1) p (4) 
This provides the general fonn of the relationship between 
z diversity nnd sample grain, or the CZ diversity scaling 
relationshipO([g. 2C). The nun1ber of species shared by 
t•vo clusters, that is, the hierarchical partitioning ofb di-
versity. where the erst cluster is fonned by pooling m1 
samples and the second by pooling another m2 samples 
(see !:Zeta Diversity Scaling with Santple Grain and Hi-
erarchical Diversity PartitioningOin the appendix) is 
(5) 
Ifwede0iez,_(m 1)p S,.,andz,_(m 2)p S,.,,thenCristand 
Veech's (2006) hierarchical b diversity partitioning can be 
e:i...11ressed using z diversity. Both b and z diversity com-
ponents are nonindependent across hierarchical levels, or 
nested sample grains, because they represent part-to-whole 
associations (sensu Scheiner et al. 2011). Nonetheless, z 
diversity scaling can also be used for nonhierarchical sam -
piing schemes, to better understand how diversity changes 
across spatial scales and, for example, the contribution of 
different habitats to regional diversity (Veech and Crist 
2010). 
Zeta Diversity Deroy with Distance 
An increase in the distance between samples or the average 
distance between random samples (see EEetaDiversity De-
cay >vith DislanceOin the appendix) results in a decline 
in the similarity of species composition (Q; 2D). TI1is is 
knovvn as the []iistance decay of similarityO in applied 
ecology and biogeography (Nekola and White 1999; re-
lated to the n-point correlation function in physics [for 
n p 2]; e.g., Weinberg 1996). Distance decay relationships 
are valuable for estimating the rate of species turnover 
with distance and the importance of dispersal in driving 
the sirn iladty of species assemblages at various scales (Qian 
and Rickle:fu 2012). Traditionally, b diversity, for example, 
using the Jru:card index, is plotted against distance. z di-
versity can be used in asimilar way and is likely to provide 
a more accurate estimate of the rate of species turnover 
with distance. 
To formulate how z diversity decays INith the increase 
in the mean distance between random samples, we used 
pair approximation from statistical physics. This is used 
to convert the spatial structures of species distributions to 
correlations between adjacent samples. As in Hui e! nl. 
(2006), the number of species shared by two random smn-
ples an average distance ofu apart is 
(6) 
\\here Q(u) is an iterative function with Q(O) p 1 and 
Q(l) p zjz1 (see tzeta Diversity Decay with DistanceD 
in the appendix for the full formulation). A dll·ect for-
mulation ofzn(u) for n n3 is rather fom1 idable, and indeed 
higher-order n -point correlation fi.1nctions tend to be used 
only in complicated Dolds of physics (e.g., in quantum 
D:ld theory; Weinberg 1996). Instead, we formulate 
higher·orcler zn(u) (see EEeta Diversity Decay with Dis-
tanceOin the appendix; Q;. 2D), using the Ba.yesiau rule 
for infen·ing the presen cc/absence of a species in additional 
srunples, given its occurrence in known samples. 
In sun1mary, the scale dependence of species turnover 
is well known, but the speci[J; forms of these scaling re-
lationships are not well established and remain central to 
understanding diversity dynamics and its conte;;.i depen-
dence (Soinincn et al. 2007; McGlinn and Hurlbe1i 2012). 
Here we provide the general fonn ofz diversity relation· 
sliips with scale. The z diversity component z,(u) declines 
"'ith both the number of sites i (z diversity decline) and 
the average dist once between random sites u (distance de-
cay of similarity) and increases with grain (z diversity scal-
ing; [gs. 2, A2). 
Zeta Diversity and Incidence-Based 
Biodiversity Patterns 
z diversity can be used to derive several familiar and com -
mon!y used biodiversity descriptors and macroecological 
relationships. TI1ese include (1) the species accumulation 
curve {SAC), used to estimate species richness and the 
number of srunples needed to achieve reliable richness 
estimates and richness comparisons (Colwell et al. 2004), 
(2) the endemics-effort relationship (EER), used to quan· 
tify the level of endein iStn and the sensitivity of local ex-
tinctions to habitat !oss (Green and Ostling 2003; Storch 
et al. 2012), and (3) the occupancy frequency distribution 
(OFD), used to examine inter~peciO: patterns in species 
rangesizes(McGeoch and Gaston 2002; Hui andMcGeoch 
2007a). To illustrate the value ofz diversity, below we show 
how z diversity informs debates about these re!ntionships 
and the patterns in biodiversity that they represent. 
Species At'cumulation Cnrves 
The SAC based on z components (eq. [1]) not only pro-
vides a general fonnula for forecasting species discovery 
with increasing effort but also illustrates how species tum -
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Figure 3 Species acmmulat1on rnrves S. (A, B), enderrncs-effort relationships E..n (C, D), and occupancy frequency distnbutions Fen (E, 
F) denved for the negative e.xponential form (A C, E) and the power-law form (B, D, F) of z diversity based on equations (1), (8), and 
(2), respectively, with a p 100, c p 30, n p 20, and the values ofb or cl being 213, 3/4, 1, 413, and 3/2 for curves moving along drrect1ons 
of the arrow m eadi plot 
over affects the exact form of the SAC. z diversity provides 
a general estimator of richness for any particular num her 
of samples (or areas; see below) v.rithout the need to as· 
sume the existence of an asymptote. The parmneter S,, 
provides the SAC for n san1ples (or sites; eq. (1]). \Vith 
an exponential fon11 of z diversity decline, the series 
1 F1,n/nl is convergent and the SAC has an asyrnptote ([g. 
3A). Under this speciD:: form of z diversity decline, the 
regional species richness can be speciDxl with equation 
(3), W.1ich gives 
n21J11n 
s. p s,, 1 --~2F p s(lt•o2• (7) 
n '" 
~.mere S::h.,,i is the Chao2 estimator that provides the re~ 
gional species richness for n samples (sites; Chao 1984). 
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Figure 4 Relationship b>Otween the coefil:1ent d or the power-law form of z d11>ers1ty and the e-;ponent z for the Arrhenius speaes-ar~a 
relationship (SAR) Crosses represent estimates of z based on equation (1) ford ranging from 1/4 to 3 The z-d relationshJp can be 
romp heated but resembles a polynomial function, z p 2 0 024di 1 0 286d, for large values of n (see [Leta Diversity Decline and the 
Species-Area Relationship Om the appendix, available onhne) The inscl shows U1e hict.ogram of 167 estimates of d for the power-law form 
of z d1vers1ty, selected from 291 emp1ncal spec1es-by-asse111blage mati·iry..s (Sllpplementary table, available onhne) with the adJUci.ed R' 
Dashed Imes mdicate the geometrtc mean of the inset histogram (0 96) and the correspondITTg z e>.-ponents (0 25) and the lowel' and upper 
95o/o oon O:lence mtervals (details of estimates and related sta\lst1cs are available m the siJpplemenlary table) 
111e general estimator of regional species richness ( eq. [3]) 
therefore includes the Chao2 estimator as a special cusc. 
By contrast, the conditions of the power-law fonn of z 
diversity imply that the series I F1,n/nl is not convergent, 
and therefore there is no asymptote to the regional SAC 
(i.e .• S is unbounded; cg. 3B). The differen1;:e between z 
diversity and nonparametric richness estimators such as 
Chao2 is that with z diversity, estimates are based on 
changes in the composition of both common and rare 
species across sainples and not only on the :frequencies of 
rare species. 
\Vhen the SAC is derived from a hierarchical sainple 
design, it is equivalent to the species-area relationship 
(SAR; Chase and Knight 2013). Efforts to describe the 
shape of empirical SARs (Drakare et al 2006; Dengler 
2009) have to date mostly involved curve Clting (but see 
He and Legendre 1996, 2002). A general formula for sam -
ple-based S.ARs that describes the range offo1ms of the 
relationship has been lacking (Gotelli and Colwell 2011}, 
except under speci[C conditions (Co!W<!!I et al. 2004 ). With 
exponential z diversity decline, the SAR follow.;; Fisher el 
al.'s (1943) C1imitingform0 S,. p a[l 2 (1 2 e2b)n] (Q;;. 
3A). When z diversity decline follo\vs a power law (z, p 
c 7 i2 J; see CEeta Diversity Decline and the Species-Area 
Re!ationshipD in the appendix}. the SAR resembles Ar-
rhenius's (1920) pO\NCr•JaW fonn, $,, n n~. Based on the 
167 empirical species-by-site matrices Qting the power-
law fonn of z diversity (supplcm entary table), the coef-
C:Cient cl ranges from 0.38 to 2.32, with a geom ctric mean 
at 0.96. Front this \Ve estimate the SAR exponent zto range 
between 0.11and0.53, with a mean of0.25 {Q;. 4), con-
i::istent with empirical results {Drakare et al. 2006). TI1e 
SAR generated from z diversity therefore encompasses 
both Fisher et al.'s {1943) negative exponential fonn and 
Arrhenius's (1920) power-la"v form, with the po\<.l~r-!aw 
exponent predicted to center around 0.25. 
z diversity can also be used to examine the empirical 
relationship between the SAR and species turnover {as 
Sizling et al. 2011 and Grilli et al. 2012 did for b diversity). 
The relationship bettveen the exponent z and the coeID 
cient d ofz diversity follow.> the general fonn z p h1(S,/ 
S,,, 1)/ln(n/{n 1 1)), from equation (1). It is complicated 
to specify the exact fonn for larger n (Q;. A3), but the 
general form resembles a polynomial function (t:g. 4). 
TjO·ve and TjO·ve's (2008) fonnula of pairwise species 
turnover as a function of the exponent (z). zJzi p 2 2 
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n p 1 (see Cl?:eta Diversity Decline and the Species-Area 
Relationship Din the appendDc). This particular expression 
is dependent on the number of samples and applies only 
when species distributions are sca!e invariant (McGlinn 
and 1-Iurlbert 2012). 
The Endemics-Effort Relationffiip 
Patterns in species cndemisn, essential to effective con-
servation planning (Green and Ostling 2003; Smide! et al. 
2011), can also be examined \\1th z diversity. The enden1-
ics-area relationship was originally formulated as the nu111-
ber of species con [hed to smaller patches ~vithin a larger 
bion1e (Kinzig and Harte 2000). Here we express the nun1-
bo::r of end(:mics, using z diversity as a function of the 
number of sites sampled rather than of area per se. As ~ve 
have sho\vn above, area, grain, or distance can also be 
used. Let E,,,, be the number of locally endemic species. 
111ese are species that occur only in the selected i sites 
within the total n sites surveyed. When n approaches in-
01ity, E,,n will converge toVv'itrd the number of globally 
endemic species, :i; (He and Legendre 2002; Green and 
Ostling 2003). Becnuse of logistic constraints on sampling 
effort (which increase as n approaches inDl.ity), the 
endemics-effort relationship (EER) is usually referred to 
as the number of locally endemic species (i.e., :I;, n), \\Iii ch 
is a :function of the number of selected i sites. For selected 
i sites \Vithin a total of n sites surveyed, the number of 
local endemics (i.e., the local EER) can be expressed as 
E. .• p )9t 7~ p s,, 2 S,,2, p lp Q~ (8) 
(see also [Incidence-Based Zeta Diversity Partition ingDin 
the appendDc). When n is much greater than i, the number 
of local endemics approxiinales i tiines the derivative of 
S,,, E,,n n i 7 §2. TI1is means that the local EER is approx-
imately linear for !ow sa:rnpling effo11. The roughly linear 
fonn of the EER has strong e1npirical support at large 
spatial scales (Storch et al. 2012). The multiple, speciD: 
fonns possible for the EER across scales based on z di-
versity are speciced in equation (8). 
When z diversity decline is exponential (Q;. 2A), the 
local EER follows 
The number of local endemics increases monotonically 
with i, e'.\.lJOnentially for small values ofb and following 
a power law for large values ofb (cg. 3C). When z diversity 
decline follo;,.vs a power law, the number of local endemics 
largely also follows a power law, with an exponent close 
to, but slightly greater than, 1 (Q;. 3D). This is consistent 
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with empirical results for endemics-area relationships 
(Storch et al. 2012). z diversity can therefore be used to 
compare empirical EERs ~ithin and across regions to bet-
ter understand the consequences of environmental change 
for endemic species diversity. 
Ocrupancy Frequency Distributions 
Although the frequency of singleton and doubleton species 
in assemblages is useful for regional diversity estimation 
(Colwell and Coddington 1994), this represents only the 
rare species in an assemblage. Amoregeneralpattern that 
captures the frequency of species across the full range of 
occurrences in an assemblage (common, intennediate, or 
rare), is the occupancy frequency distribution (OFD; 
Gaston 1996; 1'IcGeoch and Gaston 2002). The OFD is 
the frequency distribution of the numbers of species ocM 
cupying different numbers of sites and is used to quantify 
assemblage range patterns (I\1cGeoch and Gaston 2002). 
The shape ofOFDshasbeen used to fonnulatehypotheses 
about the mechanisms driving assemblage structure 
(Gaston and Blackburn 2000; Jenkins 2011). 
Fmpirical OFDs have a diverse range of forms (Mc-
Geoch and Gaston 2002; Gaston and He 2011). The prev-
alence ofbimodality in OFDs, that is, with modes for rare 
and common species and comparatively few species with 
intermediate occupancies, has been of particular interest 
{RaunkiDr 1934; Hanski and Gyl!enberg 1993). Several 
n1echanisms have been proposed to explain this bimo-
dality. One explanation is the core-satellite hypothesis, 
\\Iii ch explains bimodality as a division of the assCITI b!age 
into groups of species with differeut stochastic immigra-
tion and extinction rates (Hanski 1982; but see Gotelli and 
Simberloff1987; Gaston and Lawton 1989; Magurran and 
Henderson 2003). Explanations based on sampling (Nee 
et al. 1991; Papp and IzsaR 1997) and the scale dependence 
of species occupancy (Conlisk et al. 2007; He and Condit 
2007; Hui and McGeoch 2007a, 2007b) are also able to 
account for this bimodality. Ho\vever, these explanations 
al! n1 ake the implicit and unrealistic assumption of species 
independence. In other \VOrds, the occurrence of species 
A does not affect the occurrence ofspeciesB, and an OFD 
can be constructed by simply overlaying each species dis-
tribution independently of all others. Species turnover is 
thus assumed to be stochastic. z diversity does not presume 
species independence or stochastically driven species turn-
over, and it provides a mechanistic link between the shape 
of the OFD and the rates of turnover under which bi-
modality is possible. 
1he OFD ofn sampleS> F,n, is provided by equation {2). 
To produce a bimodal OFD, the inequalities F1,n 1 F2.n and 
Fn 2 l,n ! F,,_,. must, at aminimum, be satisl:ed, from v.hich 
we have rr ! 2 if z, follows the exponential fonn. This 
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suggests that bimodal OFDs are not possible under the 
conditions of the exponential form ofz diversity decline. 
Instead, the OFD is unimodal, with the mode shifting f{) 
the left with an increase in the exponent b (Q;. 3E). Ou 
the other hand, with the power-law form of z diversity 
decline, the OFD becomes bimodal if the inequality d l 
ln((n 1 1)/n)/ln(n/(n 2 1)) is satisO:d. For instance, to 
ensureabimodalOFD,valuesofdl 0.98fornp 50and 
d I 0.99 for n p 100 are needed. For large numbers of 
sites (1100), d l l ensures the presence ofbimodality in 
the OFD (cg. 3F). 
Low species turnover among the n1ore com1n on species 
in the assemblage produces a shallow slope for z diversity 
decline and a bimodal OFD. \~hen environmental change 
has a disproportionally detrimental effect on rare species, 
the slope of z diversity decline will beco1ne shallower 
(shifting to'Nard a bimodal OFD). When comn1on species 
ure more severely affected than rare ones, a steeper z di-
versity de dine is expected, along with a right-skewed, uni-
modal QFJ). The loss of common versus rare species has 
signiD::antly different consequences for biodiversity 
(Gaston 2010). Because z diversity is sensitive to changes 
across species occupancy classes, comparisons of the form 
of z diversity decline can be used to signify ecologically 
relevant differences in the mechanics of species turnover. 
The Relationship between z and b Diversity 
z diversity can, of course, be used to calculate the range 
of exi&ing incidence-based, pairwise b diversity and m ul-
tiple-assemblage metrics. For example, Jaccard's (1900) 
similarity index is z2/(2z1 2 Zi), and S[fensen's {1948) 
index is z.,/z1• For multiple-assemblage similarity metrics, 
Koch's (1957) in<lex of dispersity (i.e., taxonomic ho-
1nogeneity) is (z1/S,. 2 1/n)/(l 2 l/n), and Diserud and 
Ddegaard's (2007) index is (n 2 S)zi)/(n 2 1). Clearly, 
pairwise indices are a combination ofz1 and z2 on!y and 
do not consider liigher-order z components (z, W:iere 
in 3). Exi:;ting multiple-asseinblage similarity metrics con-
cern only z1 and S.. and do not consider intennediate z 
con1ponents. For large n, ifz, is exponential, Koch's dis-
persity approaches e2 h and Diserud and Ddegaard's index 
approaches 1; ifz, follows a power !aw with d n 1, Koch's 
dispersity approru;;lies 0 and Diserud and Odegaard's index 
approru;;hes 1. This means that multiple-assemblage met-
rics for large sam pies do not necessarily reC1ct assemblage 
similarity but rather ai'C biased by the number of sites 
involved. 
By contrast, the way in 'Which z, declines with i (i.e., 
coeftbient lib or lid) provides an unbiased measure of 
multiple-assemblage similarity. Higher cocfilients of lib 
or 1/d suggest that assemblages are comparatively similar, 
with more shared species. Lower coefilients reD?ct sub-
stantially fewer shared species across sites. We propose z 
diversity here principally to represent species occupancy 
and turnover across independent samples. However, it can 
also be used for b diversity partitioning wit!1 aggregated 
samples in nested or hierarchic,'ll sampling schemes (such 
as Crist and Veech 2006), as depicted by equation (5). 
Finally, \\1Jile painvise b diversity does capture species 
losses and gains, it is insensitive to occupancy changes in 
comn1on species (McGlinn and Hurlbert 2012}. As shO\'.'Il 
above, z diversity is responsive to changes across the range 
of species occupancy classes. 
Conclusion 
We propose the use ofz diversity coinponents, that is, the 
average nu1nber of species shared by i assemblages, as a 
concept that (1) describes the stnicture ofmultispecies 
distributions and (2) unic:es incidence-based assen1blage 
patterns. z diversity is easy to calculate and provides a 
general franl(W.'Ork fron1 \\1Jich other assemblage patterns 
can be explored and their distributions derived. \Ve have 
shoWJ this here for the SAC, the EER, the OFD, the scale 
dependence of diversity, and other indices of diversity par-
titioning. Unlike pairwise turnover measures, z diversity 
requires no assumptions to be made about site and species 
independence. 
Perhaps them ost important question is W.1ether the use 
ofz diversity will result in new insight or improved un-
derstanding of biodiversity pattern and process. We have 
already shown ho\V z diversity partitioning infonns an uni -
ber ofmacroecological debates and hotv speciD: fonns of 
z diversity relationships are directly related to pruticular 
ecological processes. With a and b as functions of z di-
versity, higher-order z components may better <lifierent iate 
assemblages t11at are not distinguishable on the basis ofa 
and b alone. z diversity may prove more sensitive lo the 
detection of drivers of environmental change than pairwise 
turnover measures \\hen used to examine changes in di-
versity across gradients or with declines in habitat quality. 
We suggest, for example, that the dynan1ics of rare ru1d 
common :species in asseinblages and the mechllllismsun-
derpinning these n1ay be better understood by using z 
components than by using pairwise turnover measures. In 
rum, z diversity provides a common currency for inci-
dence-based biodivel'sity patteins and relationships, en-
abling direct and multivariate co1nparisons among tliem. 
It provides a measure of diversity and its scale dependence 
tnore co111prehensive than existing n1etrics. As a result, 
future comparisons ofz diversity within and across regions 
and systeins 1n ay provide new insights on tile processes 
that drive patterns in biodiversity. 
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